
Declaration of Personal Data Protection Principles on websites meico.cz, 

meicosystems.cz, meicosafety.cz 

In accordance with GDPR – EU regulation personal data protection (95/46/ES - General Data 

Protection Regulation) 

MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o. as a company pays very close attention to protection of personal 

data. This very declaration regarding principles of personal data protection clarifies the method 

of collecting and storing personal data received from users of MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o internet 

tools (hereinafter referred to as the "web". MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o does not store any 

personal data, which the users do not provide themselves voluntarily. 

 

Personal Data Collection 

In the case that MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o needs to obtain personal data, which will allow it to 

either identify You (personal details) or to contact you in order to provide products or service, 

which you requested (e.g. information regarding products or services provided by the 

company, participation in competition or tender procedures, receiving newsletters, connection 

to premium web tools or service with limited access, connection to action, shopping, 

downloading or to register MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o products), we will inquiry You to provide 

us such details. Data, which are gathered by MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o in regard to you may 

include Your name and surname, title, name of company or organization, work mail or 

telephone number, home or work address, your vacancy position, further details of company 

or credit card details. 

Web can accumulate certain information about users visits, e.g. name of network service 

providers and IP address, which allow users to access internet, date and time of their visit on 

this web, pages that users access from web, and IP address from which they accessed MEICO 

SYSTEM´S s.r.o web. This information is used for trend analysis, to improve and innovate 

web and for collecting information about hardware and software in order to provide desired 

services. 

Company MEICO SYSTEM´S S.R.O. provides opportunities to web users for direct 

cooperation along with their employees, specialist and workers to form a platform for sharing 

knowledge and news of MEICO SYSTEM`S products and all relevant technologies. If you want 

to prevent Your mail address or any other personal data being collected a used for third parties 

without Your consent, we strongly advise you to tread carefully while inserting personal data 

on publics discussions, conversations or other publicly accessible forums. Additional 

information and instructions for safe use of technical communities of MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o. 

company are stated below. 

 

 

Use of personal data 

Personal data collected on this web are going to be used for Your personification and to 

provide products or services, which you have required or gave permission for. Company 

MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o. can use personal data in order to provide better quality customer 

service, for website innovation and all related products and services provided by MEICO 

SYSTEM´S s.r.o., and to simplify the use of this website could be achieved by eliminating the 

need of repetitively inserting identical information and web will adjust itself to particular user`s 



preferences or needs. Information collected via web can be for the purpose of ensuring 

comprehensive offer of information with MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o. linked with information 

collected via other websites of company MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o.  

Agreeing with terms your permit that we can use Your personal data to provide important 

information about product or service, which you are using, including all important updates and 

notifications. Based on Your consent we can send newsletters about other products and 

services of MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o. and share information with our partners, whom also can 

send in information your way about products and services of MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o. Web 

traffic data can be combined with anonymous demographic information for research purposes. 

Accumulated data can be used to develop an increase of content attractiveness. We can 

combine your personal data with web traffic data only with your consent on particular limited 

access sections of web in order to provide content customized to your needs. 

MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o.  can, in certain cases, provide particular services (e.g. hosting web 

pages, responding to customers inquiries about products and services and distributing 

information regarding our products, special offers or other new services) via another company. 

We only provide personal data to such companies in order to successfully execute a service. 

Simultaneously strictly requiring that provided information will not be used for any other 

purposes and will be handled in accordance with respective legal regulations. 

Company MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o.  can only make personal data accessible to third parties 

only when it is stated by law or when such action is necessary to: 

(a) in compliance with law of respective country and legal regulations of MEICO SYSTEM´S 

s.r.o.; (b) protection and defence of rights and ownership of company MEICO SYSTEM´S 

s.r.o. and its websites; 

or (c) in urgent instances to protect safety of employees and business partners of company 

MEICO SYSTEM'S, users of products and services of MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o. company or 

public. Personal data collected on this website can be saved and processed in respective 

country, where MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o. company, its subsidiaries, associated companies or 

representatives, has respective devices. 

 

Control of personal data 

If not stated otherwise in this declaration, personal data on this website, which you have 

provided, will not be subjected without your consent to any form of distribution outside 

company MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o.  and its subsidiaries or affiliated companies. You have an 

access to all your personal data and you are to choose way of contacting as stated below. 

 

 

Access to personal data 

Personal data and pre-set way of contacting, which you inserted on web, can be walked 

through and changes made via Data Protection Officer on mail meico@meico.cz 
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Securing personal data 

Company MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o. pays a very close attention to securing personal data. We 

prevent your personal data from breaching, unauthorized access, use or publication thanks to 

various ways of secure technology and methods. 

 

Cookie file(s) 

Our web uses cookie files to ensure integrity of the registration process and allow personal 

web modification to its users. Cookie file is a small text file that is stored by the server of the 

website onto a hard drive. This file cannot be exploited for running programs or spreading 

harmful computer viruses. Cookie files are associated uniquely to your person and can only 

be read web server in domain, which have issued you respective cookie file. 

One of the primary functions of cookie file is to save Your time. For example, if you modify 

your website or simply going through it, cookie file will have web reminded specific information 

of your preferences in future visits. This feature overall simplifies the visualization process of 

relevant content, facilitate navigation on web etc. Soon as you return on the web server, all 

previously input information can be loaded in order that you can control web functions in easier 

manner, which you had already customized to your own accord. 

While delivering cookie files to our web, web signals can assist (beacon) known as clear gif 

technologies or actions signs. This particular technology is a tool, which is used to compile 

total statistic of web usage, e.g. data of how many users selected key elements (e.g. links or 

graphic features). Web total statistic can be reproduced to affiliated companies or to general 

public. 

Cookie files can be either accepted or declined. Most web browsers automatically accept 

cookie files, although browsers settings can be set accordingly to prevent cookie files from 

retrieving. 

This web uses login into internal environment of MTOOL product. If you wish to log in, you will 

be asked to enter username and password. 

 

Amendments in declaration about personal data protection principles 

This declaration can be in certain cases of needs updated. If it happens so, we will update last 

date of respective update stated in this very declaration. We will thoroughly inform you of all 

amendments in this declaration through announcement that will be placed on our web 

homepage or send it directly to registered users. We suggest to check this declaration 

periodically in order to be informed of how we help to protect Your personal data, which you 

have provided. 

 

Contact details – deletion of personal data 

If you happen to think that MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o. collect Your data without authorization, 

contact us via our Data Protection Officer on following mail meico@meico.cz Should Your 

complaint be valid, we will identify the problem and subsequently solve it.  
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Contact details 

If you happen to think that MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o. has not complied with this declaration, 

please contact us via our Data Protection Officer on following mail meico@meico.cz. Should 

Your complaint be valid, we will identify the problem and subsequently solve it.  

 

On 1.5.2018 

 

Lubos Javurek 

Data Protection Officer 

MEICO SYSTEM´S s.r.o. 
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